Program: Seville Business & Society

Anna’s Major: Marketing, Spanish Certificate

Academic Life: It was easy to find course equivalents, and I felt confident that all my courses would be transfer back to Wisconsin. All courses in this program are taught in Spanish, and it definitely helped me to become accustomed to the language and accent. It is especially a great program for students who want to develop an advanced Spanish business vocabulary.

Living with a Host Family: Although it was a little weird at first to be living with another family that speaks a different language, it gave me an authentic look at the Spanish lifestyle. The food was delicious, and it challenged me to try new things from day one. My host family was one of the best parts of my entire experience.

What He Gained: On the last weekend of the semester, I was invited to my host brother’s wedding. It was incredible to be a part of a Spanish wedding and see the differences first hand. It was also an amazing moment where I truly noticed how far I had come with my Spanish skills, as well as how my relationship with my host family had developed.

“Contact international@bus.wisc.edu if you’d like to learn more about Spain, contact a returned participant, or talk about any other Wisconsin School of Business Study Abroad opportunity!”

Anna and two friends attended a bull fight in Spain. This is an extremely popular sport in Spain and a pastime of many Spaniards.